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Choosing the right design

GEMSTONES
 

Gemstones all have their own hardness. This scale shows which
variances belong to which type of gemstone. 

A few basics you need to know:
 

1) Diamonds are the most hard gemstones there are. A diamond
can only damage/scratch another diamond

2) Corundum is a general term for all rubies, sapphires and
emeralds and is the second most hard stones on the scale of Mohs. 

 
At MP we advise to work with the most hard stones depending on
the style/colour and budget you are looking for. This is because you

want this ring to last a life time and many more when the special
ring is maybe handed over in your family from generation to

generation. 
 

 There is always an opportunity for you request in your price range.
We can discuss everything during the intake call. 



Choosing the right design

MATERIAL
 

When looking for the perfect material for the ring it is important to
know that different alloys have different hardness. This also applies

for stones (moreovere on the next page). 
 

In short:
 

Carat of gold is always expressed in a mark depending on the carat
type you have. Pure gold is powder soft and not usable to make 

 any robust items so there is always other alloys added to the alloy
to make a piece of jewelry.The amount of pure gold is expressed in
a percentage of the whole jewelry piece. Most common gold carats

are: 
 

14 carat gold
 585 mark (58,5% of the entire ring is pure gold. The rest is filled

with silver, copper and other materials) 
 

18 carat gold
750 mark (75% of the entire ring is pure gold. The rest is filled with

silver, copper and other materials) 
 

The more gold is added the softer the material is. But most people
prefer higher gold carats since it is an investment piece as well.
However most people will not see th difference. If you prefer 18
carat gold that is always possible but do know: the higher the

carat, the softer and also the more expensive.  
 
 



Gemstone: Light green
sapphire  (clarity: Slightly
included) very rare deep

green color
 4  maquis diamonds F-H

VVSI TW
Oval setting with marquis

cut diamonds 
Material: 14 carat gold 



Gemstone: Natural
champaign oval diamond
1.06ct Colour: champaign

Clarity: VVS

 Halo diamonds (F/G-VVSI) 
Material: Halo 14 carat white

gold 
Material ring: 14 carat yellow

gold 

 



Gemstone: Light blue
sapphire (clarity: loupe and
eye clean) very rare quality 

Solitair on high setting

Material: 14 carat gold 

 

 



Gemstone: Fancy coloured
sapphire green/blue (clarity:

eye clean)

 2 diamonds F-H VVSI TW

Oval setting with princess cut
diamonds 

Material: 14 carat gold 

 

 

 



Gemstone: Natural brown
oval diamond 1.06ct Colour:

Brown Clarity: VVS
 Halo diamonds (F/G-VVSI) 

Material: Halo 14 carat white
gold 

Material ring: 14 carat yellow
gold 

 

 



Gemstone: Super light 
 water blue sapphire

(clarity: eye clean) 

 2 diamonds F-H VVSI TW

Oval setting with brilliant
cut diamonds 

Material: 14 carat gold 

 

 

 



Gemstone:  Blue
sapphire (clarity: eye

clean) 

Oval setting with
triangle cut diamonds

0.24 ct diamonds (G/H-
VI/SI)  

Material: 14 carat gold 

 

 

 



Ring size can be adjusted after you asked the
special person

 
We are situated in the center of Amsterdam

and you will have the first appointment there
 

You can also have the intake online. Our
specialists show you everything and explain

everything with a video call. 
 

If you want to have your ring earlier than the
estimated 4-6 weeks, we can always check

what is possible but we cannot guarantee that
this is the case.

 
 Since every designs is unique we will always

need to go on the hunt for the perfect
diamonds/stones and that is a hunt on it's own. 

 



Questions? 
 

+31630379636 (whatsapp or call)
info@melaniepigeaud.com 

 


